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Mega Man Battle Network Chip Guide
by Andrew Smeja

Introduction. 

   The purpose of this FAQ is to help anyone who wants to complete there data 
library in Megaman battle network 1. This isn稚 a simple introduction as I plan 
to have everything about this faq in this part of it (unlike most faqs where 
most of the information here is at the end). Currently I have only expressed 
approval to have this faq on the following sites:IGN, Gamefaqs, Neo Seeker, and 
Megaman Network (not all of these have them on there site but I did express to 
them that they had permission. There are a few other sites I might release this 
to but those may very well be the only ones if someone doesn稚 ask permission to 
put it on there site (yes I want permission if there isn稚 permission I want 
credit and for it to be unaltered unless I say otherwise). 

Credit. 
  
   I have done nearly all of this faq by myself. But there are a few people that 
did help me. The guy who wrote the map faq for MMBN1. The_Bard For telling me 
where to find Quake 2 and recover 300. Higeru Yamitaro (he helped inspire me). 

   At this time I think that I will write a similar faq for MMBN2 but I am 
uncertain as of this time. If you want to make sure I do write another faq for 
MMBN2 and 3 (and Transmission and any other Megaman battle network game that 
might be made) email me at andrewsmeja2001@yahoo.com Make the title something 
like to the chip Otaku (I hope in writing this faq I have made myself worthy of 
the self proclaimed title) if you want to make sure I read it. I don稚 really 
plan on adding anything to this faq once it has been released. I am sure that 
there are certain codes of chips that I have not gotten and possibly a few other 
things such as an extra way or to get a chip or two. But the point was to make 
sure there was alteast one way to get each chip in this faq. 

Reason I wrote this faq. 

   It took me a very long time to write this faq. Actually I would say if you 
take all the hours that I spent writing this faq and then added them up together 
I probably haven稚 used up more then 2-6 days worth of my life. But when I was 
writing this or playing the game to find something I was focusing only on that. 
When I have worked on this faq I was working very hard. There is more then a 100 
kb (128 when I wrote this part of the faq) worth of text and at the time I am 
writing this statement I believe the faq to be within a week or so of being 
released. Some people may wonder why I didn稚 get a lot of help from others and 
complete this in half the time. Well that was part of the challenge. 

Mystery data and related. 

   The mystery data痴. They aren稚 completely random. In each internet area if 
you go to one mystery data save and then examine it (by pressing the A button) 
and then turning it off and doing that again there is a good chance you will get 
something different. But there are only so many things in each internet area. 
Which mystery data in the area doesn稚 make any difference. In each internet 
area there is atleast 3 different chips you can get by doing this but in a very 
few of them there are more. Without further ado what you probably came here for. 



Chips #1 
Name: Cannon 
Location: You start out with this in your folder. This can be boughten from the 
Net navi in Internet area 1 (Comes in Code C) and may be received through the 3 
chip chip trader. It can also be gotten by fighting a virus named cannon (50 HP 
stays in one place when you move to where it can see you gun sights come out of 
it towards you if the gun sights touch you it fires) In The dog house, internet 
area1, Dex痴 gamecube, the first two areas in the schools internet, and Yai痴 
(Yaito痴) portrait. Code C of this chip can be found in a mystery data in the 
schools network near where you fought numberman (the same code chip can also be 
found in another mystery data in internet area2). Code E of this chip can be 
bought for 1000 Zenny痴 at Higsby痴 (Higeru痴) chip shop 
Code: A B C D E 
Rarity: * 
Description: A nice big, Cannon! Does 40 damage. 

Chips #2 
Name: Hi-Cannon 
Location: The cannon version 2 (like cannon but more HP) virus drops this chip 
it can be found in Dexs (Dekoa) gamecube, The power plant network and internet 
area 3. Code J of this chip has been obtained by examining a mystery data in the 
large monitor that is in your dads lab. 
Code:  F G H I J 
Rarity: **
Description: A nice big, Cannon! Does 40 damage. 

Chips #3 
Name: M-Cannon 
Location: Code L of this chip has been gotten by examining a mystery Data in the 
third area of the waterworks net. Code L can be bought from a net merchant in 
internet area 10 for 10000 Zennys. Code N of this chip can be gotten by 
examining a mystery data in internet area 10. Code L of this chip can also be 
obtained by examining a mystery data in internet area 12. 
Code:  K L M N O 
Rarity: *** 
Description: A nice big, cannon! Does 120 damage. 

Chips #4 
Name: Shotgun 
Location: You start out with this in your folder you can also get this through 
the chip trader. Mystery Data in dogs house. There is also a mystery data in the 
oven for a code Q. 
Code:  Q K
Rarity: * 
Description: Hits an enemy and the panel behind the enemy does 30 damage. 

Chips #5 
Name: CrossGun 
Location:  CrossGun C can be found by checking your email at the start of the 
game. It can also be gotten through the 3 chip  chip trader. Code K can be found 
in a mystery data located in Dex痴 (Dekoa) gamecube and internet area 2. Code F 
of this chip can be obtained by examining a mystery data in internet area 10. 
Code: C J F K 
Rarity: * 
Description: hits the enemy and all diagonal squares. Does 30 damage. 



Chips #6 
Name: Spreader 
Location: Code I of this chip can be bought from a merchant in internet area1. 
Code I can also be gotten from Glyde for talking to him after locating Yai痴 
(Yaito痴) program. It can also be gotten by examining a mystery data in the 
schools internet. Code K of this chip can be bought for 1000 Zenny痴 at Higsby痴 
(Higeru痴) chip shop. Code J of this chip can be obtained by examining a mystery 
data in the first vending machine in the waterworks. 
Code:  H I J K L 
Rarity: **
Description: Gun with a 1-panel blast. 30 damage. 

Chips #7 
Name: Bubbler 
Location: A virus in the first vending machine in the waterworks drops this 
chip. It has 100 HP痴 and attacks by controlling a blue bubble and making it 
head toward and trying to make it land on you. This virus is Aqua elemental. The 
same virus can also be found in Masa痴 fish stand and the waterworks net.. 
Code:  A P
Rarity: * 
Description: Bubble with a 1-panel blast. 50 Aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #8 
Name: Heater 
Location: A virus in the first vending machine in the waterworks drops this 
chip. It has 100 HP痴 and attacks by controlling an orange bubble and making it 
head toward and trying to make it land on you. This virus is fire elemental. 
Code: O 
Rarity: **
Description: Fire bubble with a 1-panel blast. 70 fire elemental damage. 

Chips #9 
Name: Minibomb 
Location: You start out with this in your folder it can also be gotten through 
the 3 chip chip trader. 
Code: C L E P 
Rarity: * 
Description: Throw a bomb that will hit whatever is 3 panels in front of you for 
50 damage.

Chips #10 
Name: Lilbomb 
Location: Can be found in a mystery data in your oven. The virus that drops this 
randomly appears in Dexs PC and the school痴 network (you get there by jacking 
into the black board). It is round moves sideways, and attacks by firing a bomb 
from its top. Code G of this chip has been gotten by examining a mystery data in 
internet area 4. 
Code:  B G T O 
Rarity: * 
Description: Throw a bomb! 3 depth. 

Chips #11 
Name: Crosbomb 
Location: The 120 HP virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 3. 
It is round moves sideways, and attacks by firing a bomb from its top. Code L of 
this chip can be gotten by examining a mystery data in internet area 12. 
Code:  L 
Rarity: **
Description: A bomb that makes a cross explosion. Does 70 damage. 



Chips #12 
Name: Bigbomb 
Location: The 150 HP virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 5, 
6, 7 and 13. It is round moves sideways, and attacks by firing a bomb from its 
top. This virus can also be found in the 3rd locked door of the WWW secret base. 
Code:  B O T 
Rarity: **** 
Description: This bomb will hit everything within one panel of where it lands. 
Does 90 damage. 

Chips #13 
Name: Sword 
Location: You start out with this in your folder this can also be gotten through 
the chip traders. Code K can be bought from a merchant in internet area 1. Codes 
B L and K can be acquired by examining a mystery data in internet area 13. 
Code:  B K L P S 
Rarity: * 
Description: Cut down enemies! One range. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #14 
Name: Wide sword 
Location: You start out with this in your folder can also be gotten through the 
3 chip chip trader. The 90 HP sword wielding virus that can be found in internet 
areas 2, 4, 7 and 8 drops this chip. 
Code: K S 
Rarity:* 
Description:  Cut down Column! One range. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #15 
Name: Long sword 
Location: There is a virus in internet area 2, 4, 7, 8 and 13 that drops this 
chip. It has 90 HP and uses a sword that can go as far as three panels to 
attack. He can also use it as a wide sword. Code ) of this chip has been gotten 
by examining a mystery data in internet area 4. 
Code:  D E L O S 
Rarity: * 
Description:  Cut down enemies! 2 range. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #16 
Name: Fighter sword 
Location: Code S of this chip can be boughten at Higsby痴 chip shop. The only 
other way is the chip traders. 
Code:  L S
Rarity: *** 
Description:  Warriors sword range 3. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #17 
Name: Knight sword 
Location: This chip can be gotten in the ten chip chip trader. There is a 1 time 
mystery data in internet area 12 where you can get code B of this chip. Code C 
can be acquired by examining a mystery data in internet area 16. 
Code: B C 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Knights sword 150 damage range 3. 

Chips #18 
Name: Hero sword 
Location: this chip can be gotten in the ten chip chip trader. To my knowledge 
the only other way in MMBN1 to acquire this chip is a mystery data in internet 
area 16 that will only give you this chip the first time you examine it I am not 



sure of what code. 
Code: B D F I J 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: A hero痴 sword. Does 200 damage range 3. 

Chips #19 
Name: Fire sword 
Location: The yellow sword wielding120 HP Virus that drops this chip can be 
located in internet area 2 and 13. 
Code: B F N 
Rarity: **
Description: Cuts down column. Does 100 Fire elemental damage. 

Chips #20 
Name: Aqua sword 
Location: The Virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 13. 
Code:
Rarity: *** 
Description: Cuts down column. Range 1 does 150 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #21 
Name: Elec sword 
Location: Code E of this chip can be bought at Higsby痴 chip shop. 
Code: E 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Cuts down column. Range 1 does 150 Elec elemental damage. 

Chips #22 
Name: Muramasa 
Location: There are two ways to get this chip. One of those ways is to use the 
chip traders. The other way is to get the right busting level on Pharoman. 
Code: G K 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Does sword attack equal to the amount of HP痴 you have lost. 

Chips #23 
Name: Shock wave 
Location: This chip can be gotten by busting a version 1 Metool (40HP) in dogs 
house. Additionally the Version 1 metool can also be busted in many other places 
including but not limited to Internet area 1 and your oven. Code L of this chip 
can be found by examining a mystery data in area 1 of the schools internet. This 
chip has been gotten through the 3 chip chip trader. A metool has a hard hat 
with a small cross in the middle and a line going round. It attacks by using a 
pick axe to strike the ground causing a wave of energy to come out of the ground 
and in your direction very similar to gutsmans attack. 
Code:  C J K L P 
Rarity: * 
Description: Piercing ground wave. Does 60 damage. 

Chips #24 
Name: Sonic wave 
Location:  This chip can be gotten by busing a version 2 Metool (has 60 HP 
instead of 40) in dogs house, Dexs PC, Miyu痴 vase, The teachers car at school, 
internet area 3 and Dexs gamecube. Code J of this chip has been gotten by 
examining a mystery data in the waterworks net. 
Code:  D J M S 
Rarity: **
Description: Piercing ground wave. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #25 



Name: Dynawave 
Location: The virus that drops is a Version 3 Metool (100HP) this virus can be 
found in Miyu痴 vase and internet area 5, 6, 7, 8, and 13. 
Code: C M S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Piercing ground wave. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #26 
Name: Fire tower 
Location: A virus that can be found in internet area2 and 10. He moves often to 
avoid your attack. He attacks by opening his mouth and shooting flames out. He 
has 100 HP. 
Code: E F M T 
Rarity: **
Description: Fire that can move up and down. Does 100 Fire elemental damage. 

Chips #27 
Name: Aqua tower 
Location: A water elemental virus with 120 HP that looks a lot like the virus 
that drops fire tower drops this chip. The virus can be found in the first, 
second  and third area of the waterworks net. 
Code: G H R 
Rarity: **
Description: Water that can move up and down. Does 120 Aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #28 
Name: Wood tower 
Location: The virus that drops this chip has 120 HP and looks kind of like a 
pine cone. To attack it comes down and makes a tower of wood type thing head 
towards you. This chip can be found in Sal痴 lunch stand and internet areas 5, 7 
and 9. 
Code: B C K 
Rarity: **
Description: Log that can move up and down. Does 140 wood elemental damage. 

Chips #29 
Name: Quake1 
Location: The virus that drops this chip it can be found in the first area of 
the school痴 internet, in mayl痴 piano and Mayls computer. The virus is skinny 
with flaps for arms. It jumps around its area and then will jump up and then 
turn into a heavy object and fall on you causing damage. Code A of this chip can 
be found in a mystery data in the schools network. This chip can be gotten 
through the 3 chip chip traders. 
Code: A E H Q W 
Rarity: * 
Description: Cracks a panel and does 90 damage three panels away. 

Chips #30 
Name: Quake2 
Location: Code B of this chip can be acquire using the 10 chip chip trader. The 
virus that drops this chip looks like Quake one but has more HP. It can be found 
in Den Citys traffic system. 
Code: Q 
Rarity: **
Description: Cracks a panel and does 120 damage three panels away 

Chips #31 
Name: Quake3 
Location: The 150 HP yellow virus that drops this chip can be found in internet 
area 4. It is just an upgraded version of the Quake1 virus so it looks very 



similar. Code M can be boughten for 5000 zennys from a net merchant in internet 
area 12. Code C can be acquired by examining a mystery data in internet area 16. 
The virus can also be found in the second locked door of the WWW secret base. 
Code: C M Q 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Cracks a panel and does 150 damage three panels away 

Chips #32 
Name: Gutspunch 
Location: This can be gotten by fighting Dex痴 gutsman. You can get it in any of 
the fights with him. You need around a busting level 6 to get the chip though. 
Code: G 
Rarity: * 
Description: Knocks stuff over for 60 damage. This chip may seem useless but 
there is a PA that you can do with it. I think it was Guts punch Ice punch and 
then Dash. I could be wrong but I think it was something like that. 

Chips #33 
Name: Icepunch 
Location: Code B of this chip has been gotten by examining a mystery data in the 
second area of the waterworks net and internet area 5. Code M has been gotten by 
examining a mystery data in internet area 4. This chip can also be gotten in the 
3 chip chip trader. 
Code: B M 
Rarity: **
Description: Knocks stuff over for 80 Aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #34 
Name: Dash
Location: A bird looking virus in internet area 1 (Internet area 2 as well) 
drops this. The virus is also located in Yai痴 portrait, the second area of the 
waterworks net (the first, second and third area), and Yai痴 Telephone. Code G 
can be bought from a merchant in internet area 15. 
Code:  B D G 
Rarity: * 
Description: Knock over all in your path! 

Chips #35 
Name: Howitzer 
Location: A 60 HP virus that has a round head drops this chip. It is rare to 
encounter it but it can be found in many places one of which is the recycled 
pets at the government complex. The best way to beat it and get the chip is to 
use anubis at the beginning of the match but chances are you will only get a 
high enough busting level if there are multiple enemies. 
Code: H 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Breaks Panels depth 3. 

Chips #36 
Name: Tri arrow 
Location: A 100 HP fish looking virus that can be found in the waterworks net 
(the first second and third area) drops this chip. Code A of this chip has been 
gotten by examining a mystery Data in the second area of the waterworks net and 
internet area 5. 
Code: A 
Rarity: * 
Description: Fires 3 arrows for 40 damage each. 

Chips #37 
Name: Tri spear 



Location: The fish looking virus with 150 HP that drops this chip can be found 
in Masa痴 fish stand and internet area 8. This virus can also be found in the 
3rd locked door of the WWW secret base. 
Code: G H I J 
Rarity: **
Description: Fires 3 spears for 50 damage each. 

Chips #38 
Name: Tri lance 
Location: The 200 HP fish looking virus that drops this chip can be located in 
internet area 11. Code M of this chip can be acquired by examining a mystery 
data in internet area 14. 
Code: K L M N 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Fires 3 lances for 60 damage each. 

Chips #39 
Name: Ratton1 
Location: A rat looking virus that has 60 HP drops this chip. The virus can be 
found in the first TV in the waterworks that is playing a program with a dog 
running the entire time. Code d of this chip has been found by examining a 
mystery data in internet area 8. 
Code: A B D 
Rarity: * 
Description: Missile that can turn once. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #40 
Name: Ratton2 
Location: This 80 HP rat looking virus can be found in internet area 10. Code J 
of this chip can be acquired by examining a mystery data in internet area 15. 
Code: F G H J 
Rarity: **
Description: Missile that can turn once. Does 100 damag.e 

Chips #41 
Name: Ratton3 
Location: Code K of this chip can be gotten by examining a mystery data in 
internet area 16. The 100 HP rat looking virus that drops this chip can be found 
in internet area 16. 
Code: K L N 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Missile that can turn once. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #42 
Name: Wave
Location: The 120 HP virus that is almost always charging up for it痴 wave 
attack can be found in Masa痴 fish stand. This chip can be bought from a 
merchant In internet area 15 for 3000 Zennys. 
Code: I 
Rarity: **
Description: 3 row wave. Does 80 aqua damage. 

Chips #43 
Name: Red wave 
Location: This chip can be acquired by defeating a virus that has 200 HP and is 
very similar to the wave virus except that it is red. The virus can be found in 
Den city痴 traffic system. 
Code:
Rarity: *** 
Description: 3 row lava wave. Does 100 fire damage. 



Chips #44 
Name: Big wave 
Location: This virus is very similar to the virus that drops the wave chip but 
has 200 HP and can be found in the 4th locked door of the WWW secret base. 
Code: Q K 
Rarity: **** 
Description: 3 row wave. Does 160 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #45 
Name: Gaia1 
Location: The 150 HP virus that drops this chip that looks like a statue and 
attacks with a Hammer can be found in internet area 5, 7, and 8. 
Code: D 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Rolling 3 column explosion. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #46 
Name: Gaia2 
Location: This 200 HP virus that looks a lot like the Gaia 1 chip can be found 
in internet area 12. 
Code: K 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Rolling 3 column explosion. Does 130 damage. 

Chips #47 
Name: Gaia3 
Location: The 300 HP virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 16 
and looks a lot like the Gaia 1 virus. 
Code: G M T 
Rarity:  ***** 
Description: Rolling 3 column explosion. Does 160 damage. 

Chips #48 
Name: Thunder1 
Location: This chip can be gotten through the 3 chip chip trader. The 100 HP 
virus that drops this chip has a round head and something that looks like drills 
for hands he can be found in internet area 3. 
Code: E 
Rarity:  *
Description: Rolling lightning attack. Does 90 damage. 

Chips #49 
Name: Thunder2 
Location: The 150 HP virus that drops this chip has a round head and something 
that looks like drills for hands he can be found in the recycled plastic pets at 
the government complex (inside the government complex it is in the restaurant 
that you fought count elec). Code C of this chip can be gotten by examining a 
mystery data in internet area 11. The virus that drops this chip can also be 
found in the 4th locked door in the WWW secret base. 
Code: C F L 
Rarity: **
Description: Rolling lightning attack. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #50 
Name: Thunder3 
Location: The V 3 form of this virus has 200 HP and can be found in internet 
area 14. 



Code: N 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Rolling lightning attack. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #51 
Name: RingZap1 
Location: The 150 HP virus that drops this chip uses an electric elemental 
attack that circles around him and causes him to lose 5 HP each time he attacks. 
He can be found in the second area of the power plant network. 
Code:  G N
Rarity:  *
Description: Lightning circles you once. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #52 
Name: RingZap2 
Location: 
Code: The 200 HP virus that drops this looks a lot like the virus that drops 
RingZap1 but has 200 HP instead of 150. It can be found in the 3rd area of the 
power plants net. 
Rarity: **
Description: Lightning circles you twice. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #53 
Name: RingZap3 
Location: The virus that drops this chip looks very similar to the virus that 
drops RingZap1 but has 250 HP instead of 150. It can be found the 4th area of 
the power plants net. 
Code:
Rarity: **
Description: Lightning circles you thrice. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #54 
Name: Typhoon 
Location: This 100 HP virus looks a lot like a giant fan. It can be found in the 
second area of the power plants net. 
Code: B 
Rarity:  *
Description: Creates a twister with 3 hits for 30 damage each. 

Chips #55 
Name: Huricane 
Location: The 140 HP virus that drops this chip that looks like a large fan can 
be found in internet area 12. 
Code: G I J 
Rarity: **
Description: Creates a twister with 5 hits for 30 damage each. 

Chips #56 
Name: Cyclone 
Location: The virus that drops this chip looks like a giant fan similar to the 
virus that drops hurricane but has more HP it can be found in internet area 15. 
Code: F G 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Creates a twister with 8 hits for 30 damage each. 

Chips #57 
Name: Snakegg1 
Location: This 200 HP virus that looks a lot like a snake with a tail that 



usually takes up two panels besides its head. It can be found in internet area 
12 and 14.
Code: B 
Rarity: * 
Description: Squirming snake attack. Does 130 Wood elemental damage. 

Chips #58 
Name: snakegg2 
Location: This 250 HP virus looks a lot like the virus that drops Snakegg1. It 
can be found in Wilys portrait at the WWW secret base. 
Code: P 
Rarity: **
Description: Shocking snake attack. Does 140 Elec elemental damage. 

Chips #59 
Name: snakegg3 
Location: I am told by FireBlaster.exe that the only place you can get this chip 
is in Wilys portrait. 
Code: S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Scorching snake attack. Does 150 Fire elemental damage. 

Chips #60 
Name: Drain1 
Location: The 200 HP virus that drops this chip appears to be 3 insects. The 
virus that drops this chip can be found in miyu痴 mirror and internet area 9. 
Code:  A K O 
Rarity:  ** 
Description: Charge to drain HP from enemy. 50 damage. 

Chips #61 
Name: Drain2 
Location: The virus that drops this chip is a lot like the virus that drops 
Drain one but is much faster and blue. I believe it can be found in internet 
area 8. 
Code: N T 
Rarity: **
Description: Charge to drain HP from enemy. 70 damage. 

Chips #62 
Name: Drain3 
Location: This 200 HP virus looks a lot like Drain1 It is somewhat smaller and 
moves surprisingly slow. It can be found in internet area 15. 
Code: A F Q 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Charge to drain HP from enemy. 90 damage. 

Chips #63 
Name: Bodyburn 
Location: The bird like virus that has 150 HP drops this chip. It can be found 
in the blackboard at Dentowns summer school and internet area 9, 14 and 16. 
Code: E F K 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Engulf all around you in flames. 

Chips #64 
Name: X-panel1 
Location: You start out with this in your folder you can also get this in the 
chip traders. A mystery Data in internet area 1 may also contain Code S of this 
chip. Code B of this chip can be found by examining a drawer inside of the 



school. The drawer is north of the library. Code G of this chip can be gotten by 
examining a mystery data in internet area 12. 
Code: B G L S 
Rarity: **
Description: erase one panel. One range. 

Chips #65 
Name: X-panel3 
Location: A Mystery data in Dexs PC may contain code B. Code L of this chip can 
be bought in Higsby痴 (higeru痴) chip shop. This chip has been gotten through 
the 3 chip chip trader. 
Code: B D L S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: erase one column. 

Chips #66 
Name: Hammer 
Location: Code A of this chip can be bought in internet area1. code F of this 
chip can be gotten be examining a mystery data in internet area 8. Code M of 
this chip can be acquired by examining a mystery data in internet area 14. 
Code:  A F M 
Rarity: **
Description: Breaks cubes. Range 1 does 100 damage. 

Chips #67 
Name: MetGuard 
Location: Version 1 Metool in dogs house. Additionally the version 1 metool can 
also be found in internet area1, Yai痴 telephone and your oven. This chip can be 
gotten through the 3 chip chip trader. Code A of this chip has been gotten by 
examining a mystery data in internet area 1. 
Code:  A G L 
Rarity: * 
Description: Hold A button for 3 second defense. 

Chips #68 
Name: Ironshld 
Location: To get this chip you need to go to the area where you fight the life 
virus. Don稚 fight him just walk around until you find a 120HP virus with a 
shield. If you get the right busting level you will get the chip. Then beat the 
game and you will have the chip in your folder.  The same virus can also be 
found in the first of the Locks at the WWW secret base. 
Code: O 
Rarity: **
Description: Hold button to create shield. 

Chips #69 
Name: Recov10 
Location: You start out with this in your folder you can also get this in the 3 
chip chip traders. In the beginning of the game a code A of this chip can be 
found under the plate of lands breakfast (you have to examine it). Code G of 
this chip has been acquired by examining a mystery data in internet area 1. 
Code: A C E G L 
Rarity: * 
Description: Recover 10 HP. 

Chips #70 
Name: Recov30 
Location: Code G of this chip can be obtained by examining a mystery Data in 
internet area2. 
Code: G L 



Rarity: * 
Description: Recover 30 HP. 

Chips #71 
Name: Recov50 
Location: Code C of this chip can be bought from the merchant in internet area1. 
Code 
L can be found on Mayls Piano. The virus that drops this is blue, has a cross on 
his head and attacks by what looks like beaming over and biting you. He can be 
found in The schools computers Mayls piano, Miyu痴 vase, The second area of the 
waterworks net and Mayls Servbot. This chip can be gotten by using the 3 chip 
chip trader. 
Code: A E L 
Rarity: * 
Description: Recover 50 HP. 

Chips #72 
Name: Recov80 
Location: Code E of this chip can be bought for 1000 Zenny痴 at Higsby痴 
(Higeru痴) chip shop. 
Code: L A E 
Rarity: * 
Description: Recover 80 HP. 

Chips #73 
Name: Recov120 
Location: The virus that drops this chip has 120 HP, a cross on his head and 
attacks by what appears to be beaming over and biting you. He can be found in 
internet area 7,  8 and 13. Code C of this chip can be acquired by examining a 
mystery data in internet area 15. 
Code: C G L 
Rarity: **
Description: Recover 120 HP. 

Chips #74 
Name: Recov150 
Location: Code L of this chip can be boughten at higsby痴 chip shop for 10000 
Zenny痴. Code E of this chip can be gotten by examining a mystery data in 
internet area 9. Code C of this chip can be acquired by examining a mystery data 
in internet area 14. Code L can be acquired by examining a mystery data in 
internet area 15. 
Code: C E G L 
Rarity: **
Description: Recover 150 HP. 

Chips #75 
Name: Recov200 
Location: This chip has been gotten by examining a mystery data in Sal痴 lunch 
stand. Code G of the chip has been gotten by examining a mystery data in 
internet area 12. Code C of this chip can be acquired by examining a mystery 
data in internet area 16. 
Code:  A C G 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Recover 200 HP. 

Chips #76 
Name: Recov300 
Location: Trade Shotgun K, Crossgun K, Spreader K and M-Cannon K to some kid in 
den town 
Code: E 



Rarity: *** 
Description: Recover 300 HP. 

Chips #77 
Name: Steal 
Location: You start out with this in your folder you can also get this in the 3 
chip chip trader. It can also be found in a Mystery data in your oven. Code L of 
this chip can be bought at Higsby痴 chip shop. 
Code: A S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Steal left column of enemy area. 

Chips #78 
Name: Geddon 
Location: Code H of this chip can be boughten for 3000 Zenny痴 at higsby痴  
(Higeru痴) chip shop. Code L can be boughten for 5000 Zennys in internet area 
12. 
Code: H L 
Description: All panels become cracked. 

Chips #79 
Name: Geddon2 
Location: Code K of this chip can be boughten at Higsby痴 chip shop for 8000 
Zenny痴. Code A can be boughten for 8000 Zennys in internet are 12. 
Code: K 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Breaks all panels that are not occupied. 

Chips #80 
Name: Escape 
Location: You start out wit this in your folder you can also get it through the 
traders. 
Code: F H J L N 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Escape from a battle. 

Chips #81 
Name: Interupt 
Location: L 
Code: Code L of this chip can be boughten at Higsby痴 chip shop for 8000 
Zenny痴. 
Description: Destroy enemy chip data. This really isn稚 useful unless your 
fighting another player. 

Chips #82 
Name: Repair 
Location: Code G of this chip can be bought at Higsby痴 chip shop for 3000 
Zenny痴. Additionally this chip can be gotten from the 3 chip chip trader. Code 
G can also be gotten by examining a mystery data in internet area 11. Code G can 
be bought from a merchant in internet area 15 for 3000 Zennys. 
Code: G K 
Rarity: * 
Description: Repairs all broken panels. 

Chips #83 
Name: Timebom1 
Location: A virus in the schools internet drops this. It is a large hand that 
attacks by going up to the front and then putting a bomb with a timer on it on 
your front square. Code Q of this chip can be gotten by examining a mystery data 
in internet area 11. 



Code: L Q 
Rarity: **
Description: Sets time bombs in enemy area. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #84 
Name: Timebom2 
Location: The virus that drops this chip is in the big monitor in your dad痴 
lab. It looks like a hand has 200 HP and attacks by putting a bomb with a timer 
on it on your side of the field. The virus can also be found in internet area 4. 
Code: C J S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Sets time bombs in enemy area does 120 damage. 

Chips #85 
Name: Timebom3 
Location:  The 300 HP virus that drops this chip looks a lot like the virus that 
drops Timebom1 it can be found in the first two locked door in the WWW secret 
base.
Code: G 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Sets Time bombs in enemy area. Does 160 damage. 

Chips #86 
Name: Cloud 
Location: This chip is dropped by a cloud looking virus with an umbrella that 
has 120 HP. The virus can be found in the First TV in the waterworks playing a 
program that has a dog running the entire time. It can also be found in the 
first area of the waterworks net. 
Code: H R 
Rarity: * 
Description: Rains up and down on one column. Does 30 damage. 

Chips #87 
Name: Cloudier 
Location: The virus that drops this is located in Sals lunch stand and internet 
area 11. It looks very similar to the virus that drops the cloud chip but it is 
slightly darker and has 20 extra HP (for a total of 140). You can buy code A of 
this chip in internet area 4 for 5000 zennys. 
Code: A P I 
Rarity: **
Description: Rains up and down on one column. Does 50 damage. 

Chips #88 
Name: Cloudiest 
Location: The virus that drops this chip is very similar to the cloudier virus 
but with more HP. It can be found in internet area 14. 
Code: M 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Rains up and down on one column. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #89 
Name: Mine1 
Location: A virus that drops this chip is in internet area2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9. 
It is stationary and attacks by placing a mine on a random panel on your side of 
the battle field. This virus has 100 HP. 
Code: G H M 
Rarity: **
Description: Hides mine in enemy area. Does 160 damage. 

Chips #90 



Name: Mine2 
Location: The 120 HP virus that drops this chip looks a lot like the virus that 
drops mine1. He can be found in internet area 11. 
Code: J 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Hides mine in enemy area. Does 180 damage. 

Chips #91 
Name: Mine3 
Location: The 140 HP virus that drops this chip that looks a lot like the mine1 
virus can be found in internet area 12. 
Code: A T 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Hides mine in enemy area. Does 200 damage. 

Chips #92 
Name: Dynamyt1 
Location: The 100 HP virus that drops this chip can be located in Sal痴 lunch 
stand and internet area 4. 
Code: B O Q 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Looks right for enemy. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #93 
Name: Dynamyt2 
Location: The 250 HP virus that looks a lot like Dynamyt3 can be found in 
internet area 12. 
Code: C K 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Looks diagonally for enemy. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #94 
Name: Dynamyt3 
Location: A camoflauged looking virus with 300 HP that attacks by putting 
grnades on your side of the field drops this chip. It can be found at Dentowns 
summer class blackboard. 
Code: G 
Rarity: *** 
Description:  Looks up and down for enemy. Does 150 damage. 

Chips #95 
Name: Remobit1 
Location: The 80 HP viruses that drop this chip stays in place while using a 
thing that will be on your side of the field to attack and delete panels. It can 
be found in The teachers car right outside of school. 
Code: A 
Rarity:  *
Description:  Remote control smasher. Does 80 elec elemental damage. 

Chips #96 
Name: Remobit2 
Location: The 120 HP virus that drops this chip that looks a lot like the virus 
that drops remobit 1 can be found in internet area 14. 
Code: E I 
Rarity: * 
Description: Remote control smasher. Does 100 Elec elemental damage. 

Chips #97 
Name: Remobit3 
Location: My only suggestion for trying to get this chip is using the 10 chip 



chip trader. I have asked around and it seems noboby else has any other idea how 
to get this particular chip. 
Code: P Q 
Rarity: * 
Description: Remote control smasher. Does 100 elec elemental damage. 

Chips #98 
Name: Lockon1 
Location: Code H of this chip can be acquired using the 10 chip chip trader. 
Code: H 
Rarity: * 
Description: Creates a Lockon Satellite. 10 damage. 

Chips #99 
Name: Lockon2 
Location: This 200 HP virus looks somewhat like a satellite. To attack it makes 
cross hairs go to all of your panels. If it is on the same panel you are it will 
follow you around attacking you. It can be found in the 4th locked door of the 
WWW痴 secret base. 
Code: E G H 
Rarity: **
Description: Creates a Lockon Satellite. 15 damage. 

Chips #100
Name: Lockon3 
Location: The 240 HP virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 
10. It looks somewhat like a satellite. To attack it makes cross hairs go to all 
of your panels. If it is on the same panel you are it will follow you around 
attacking you. 
Code: D K N 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Creates a Lockon Satellite. 20 damage. 

Chips #101
Name: Candle1 
Location: A demon like virus with 160 HP drops this chip. This virus can be 
found in Miyu痴 mirror. 
Code: P 
Rarity: **
Description: Set candle and recover some HP. 

Chips #102
Name: Candle2 
Location: The 200 HP demon like virus that is found in wilys portrait at the 
WWW痴 secret base drops this chip and internet area 15. It can also be found in 
the first locked door of the WWW secret base. 
Code: B E G P 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Set candle and recover some HP. 

Chips #103
Name: Candle3 
Location: The 300 HP demon like virus that drops this chip can be found in 
Miyu痴 vase.
Code: M 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Set candle and recover some HP. 



Chips #104
Name: Anubis 
Location: This chip can be gotten by fighting Pharoman and getting the right 
busting level. But I would suggest trying to get it through the 10 chip chip 
trader instead because that way seems easier. 
Code: L N 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Set statue to lower enemys HP. 

Chips #105
Name: Ice Cube 
Location: The 200 HP virus that drops this chip is a blue doglike virus that can 
be found in internet area 10, 11, 13 and the waterworks as part of the story 
(meaning you can only find the one in the waterworks network once). The virus 
can also be found in the third locked door of the WWW secret base. 
Code: C L M 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Creates an Ice cube. 

Chips #106
Name: Rock Cube 
Location: I believe that stone man will drop this chip with the right busting 
level. 
Code: M 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Creates 3 Rock cubes randomly. 

Chips #107
Name:  BstrGard 
Location: This chip can be gotten by trading 30 of the guard chips to a kid in 
school. 
Code:
Rarity: *** 
Description: 1 turn of metguard with B button. 

Chips #108
Name: BstrBomb 
Location: It痴 pretty rare to get this even in the 10 chip chip trader. I think 
there is a trade. 
Code:
Rarity: **** 
Description: One turn of Minibomb with B button. 

Chips #109
Name: BstrSwrd 
Location: Code S of this chip can be boughten at Higsby痴 chip shop for 20000 
Zenny痴. 
Code: S 
Rarity: **** 
Description: One turn of sword with B button. 

Chips #110
Name: Bstrpnch 
Location: Code M of this chip can be gotten using the 10 chip chip trader. 
Code: M 
Rarity: **** 
Description: One turn of Guts punch with B button. 

Chips #111
Name: SloGauge 



Location: You can buy this chip at Higsby痴 shop (Higeru痴). 
Code:
Rarity: **
Description: Slows the rate at which the custom gauge fills. 

Chips #112
Name: FstGauge 
Location: This chip has been gotten through the 3 chip chip trader. Code A of 
this chip can be bought for 3000 Zenny痴 at Higsby痴 chip shop. 
Code: A 
Rarity: **
Description: Speeds up the rate at which the custom gauge fills. 

Chips #113
Name: Invis1 
Location: The virus that drops this can be found in the schools internet, Mayls 
Piano and Mayls servebot. The virus that drops this is blue, has a cross on his 
head and attacks by what looks like beaming over and biting you. Code L can be 
gotten by examining a mystery data in internet area 11. 
Code:  I J L Q 
Rarity: **
Description: Makes you invulnerable to enemy attacks for a limited amount of 
time.

Chips #114
Name: Invis2 
Location: This chip can be gotten through the 3 chip chip trader. The 100 HP 
virus (it looks like the virus that drops Invis1 but the color is different and 
has more HP) that drops this chip can be found in Miyu痴 mirror, internet area 4 
and the 2nd area if the waterworks net. 
Code: A C F J 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Makes you invulnerable to enemy attacks for a limited amount of 
time.

Chips #115
Name: Invis3 
Location: The 120 HP virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 7 
and 8 (it looks like the virus that drops Invis1 but it is white instead of blue 
and has more HP). 
Code: N 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Makes you invulnerable to enemy attacks for a limited amount of 
time.

Chips #116
Name: Dropdown 
Location: The 250 HP virus that drops this chip comes down from above. Before he 
is there you can see a shadow and he will come down attached to a piece of 
string and attack afterwards coming back up. He can be found in internet area 
14. 
Code: T 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Makes you invisible until you attack, 

Chips #117
Name: Popup 
Location: The 10 HP dog looking virus that drops this chip can be found in 
internet area 15. 
Code: C H K N 



Rarity: ***** 
Description: Makes you invisible when you are not attacking. 

Chips #118
Name: IronBody 
Location: The virus that drops this chip has 200 HP looks like the Gaia virus 
and can be found in internet area 12. 
Code: C Q R 
Rarity: **
Description: For 30 seconds your defense is so high all attacks do only 1 
damage. 

Chips #119
Name: Barrier 
Location: Code F of this chip can be bought at Higeru痴 chip shop for 3000 
Zenny痴. 
Code: F S 
Rarity: **
Description: Nullify one enemy attack. 

Chips #120
Name: BblWrap1 
Location: The 90 HP virus that drops this chip can be found in internet area 10. 
Code:
Rarity:  *
Description: Aqua wall that comes back if damaged. 

Chips #121
Name: BbleWrap2 
Location: I don稚 know about the virus but I do know you can get this chip using 
the 10 chip chip trader. 
Code: F H N 
Rarity: **
Description: Aqua wall that comes back if damaged. 

Chips #122
Name: BbleWrap3 
Location: The virus that drops this has 150 HP and is encased in a bubble at the 
start of battle. It can be found in the WWW networks. Code R of this chip can be 
bought from a merchant in internet area 15 for 10000 Zennys. 
Code: L Q R 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Aqua wall that comes back if damaged. 

Chips #123
Name: Leafshld 
Location: Besides the 10 chip chip trader there is all the places you can get 
wood tower which are the virus that drops this chip has 120 HP and looks kind of 
like a pine cone. To attack it comes down and makes a tower of wood type thing 
head towards you. This chip can be found in Sal痴 lunch stand and internet areas 
5, 7 9, and 15. 
Code: Q 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Turns damage from a singly attack into HP. 

Chips #124
Name: Aqua Aura 
Location: The head like 200 HP virus that starts out with a blue 10 hit aura 
drops this chip and can be located in internet area 9 and 16. The virus that 
drops this chip can also be found in the 4th locked door in the WWW secret base. 



Code: A L R 
Rarity: **
Description: Negates damage from enemy attacks under 10. 

Chips #125
Name: Fire Aura 
Location: The 250 HP virus that wears an aura with 40 that drops this chip will 
randomly appear in internet area 15 and 16.The same virus can also be found in 
the second and fourth locked doors in the WWW secret base. 
Code: B I 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Negates damage from enemy attacks under 40. 

Chips #126
Name: Wood Aura 
Location: The 300 HP virus with a wood aura drops this chip. He can be found in 
internet area 16. 
Code: J 
Rarity:  **** 
Description: Negates damage from enemy attacks under 80. 

Chips #127
Name: Life Aura 
Location: After beating the game and getting all the chips except this one go to 
internet area 16 and run around until you get a random encounter with bass. Beat 
bass and you may get this chip. Note that you don稚 seem to get this in the chip 
trader until you have gotten it from bass. 
Code: H 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Negates damage from enemy attacks under 100. 

Chips #128
Name: Roll
Location: Besides the chip trader this chip can be gotten by talking to Mayl 
during the WWW school re-education program. 
Code:  R 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Hit enemy and heal some HP. Does 60 damage. 

Chips #129
Name: Roll2 
Location: This chip can be found in an email. If you lose the one in the email I 
suggest the 10 chip chip trader. 
Code:  R 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Hit enemy and heal some HP. Does 80 damage. 

Chips #130
Name: Roll3 
Location: Talk to Yai (Yaito) in the WWW secret base to get this chip. If you 
lose this chip somewhere like the traders then simply go back and talk to her 
again to receive another one. 
Code:  R 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Hit enemy and heal some HP. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #131
Name: Gutsman 
Location: This can be gotten either through the chip trader or by fighting Dex. 
For the V1 fight he is in your classroom but for the V2 fight he is in his room 



and for the V3 fight which is the best if you池e going for any of these chips he 
is in the WWW secret base. Also when you beat gutsmans V2 form Dex will hand the 
chip to you regardless of busting level. 
Code: G 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Cracks enemy panels and does 40 damage. 

Chips #132
Name: Gutsman2 
Location: This can be gotten either through the chip trader or by fighting Dex. 
For the V1 fight he is in your classroom but for the V2 fight he is in his room 
and for the V3 fight which is the best if you池e going for any of these chips he 
is in the WWW secret base. Also when you beat gutsmans V2 form Dex will hand the 
chip to you regardless of busting level. 
Code: G 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Cracks enemy panels and does 70 damage. 

Chips #133
Name: Gutsman3 
Location: This can be gotten either through the chip trader or by fighting Dex. 
For the V1 fight he is in your classroom but for the V2 fight he is in his room 
and for the V3 fight which is the best if your going for any of these chips he 
is in the WWW secret base. Also when you beat gutsmans V2 form Dex will hand the 
chip to you regardless of busting level. 
Code: G 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Cracks enemy panels and does 100 damage. 

Chips #134
Name: Protoman 
Location: Close to the end of the game Eugene Chaud (Enzan) will be in ACDC town 
near higsby痴 chip shop. If you talk to him you can challenge Protoman and if 
you bust him with the right level you can get one of the Protoman chips. 
Code: B 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Hit column with nearest enemy for 140 damage. 

Chips #135
Name: Protoman2 
Location: Close to the end of the game Eugene Chaud (Enzan) will be in ACDC town 
near higsby痴 chip shop. If you talk to him you can challenge Protoman and if 
you bust him with the right level you can get one of the Protoman chips. 
Code: B 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Hit column with nearest enemy for 160 damage. 

Chips #136
Name: Protoman3 
Location: Close to the end of the game Eugene Chaud (Enzan) will be in ACDC town 
near higsby痴 chip shop. If you talk to him you can challenge Protoman and if 
you bust him with the right level you can get one of the Protoman chips. 
Code: B 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Hit column with nearest enemy for 200 damage. 

Chips #137
Name: Fireman 
Location:  After you defeat him in the oven he will appear when you go to a 
certain spot in Internet area1 in his V2 form. If you beat him from then on he 



will appear in internet area 1 randomly where he can be busted with the right 
busting level you will get this chip. Additionally this chip can be gotten from 
one of the traders. 
Code:  F 
Rarity: *** 
Description: 1 row fire arm. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #138
Name: Fireman2 
Location: After you defeat him in the oven he will appear when you go to a 
certain spot in Internet area1 in his V2 form. If you beat him from then on he 
will appear in internet area 1 randomly where he can be busted with the right 
busting level you will get this chip. Additionally this chip can be gotten from 
one of the traders. 
Code:  F 
Rarity: **** 
Description: 1 row fire arm. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #139
Name: Fireman3 
Location: After you defeat him in the oven he will appear when you go to a 
certain spot in Internet area1 in his V2 form. If you beat him from then on he 
will appear in internet area 1 randomly where he can be busted with the right 
busting level you will get this chip. Additionally this chip can be gotten from 
one of the traders. 
Code:  F 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: 1 row fire arm. Does 150 damage. 

Chips #140
Name: Numberman 
Location: Soon after beating Numberman in the schools net you can go to higsby痴 
chip shop to challenge Numberman by examining the joke box looking machine. If 
you do well you may get one of the Numberman chips. Later on in the game you can 
only challenge numberman by talking to Higsby in the WWW secret base. 
Code: N 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Die roll 10 times damage to enemy area. 

Chips #141
Name: Numberman2 
Location: Soon after beating Numberman in the schools net you can go to higsby痴 
chip shop to challenge Numberman by examining the joke box looking machine. If 
you do well you may get one of the Numberman chips. Later on in the game you can 
only challenge numberman by talking to Higsby in the WWW secret base. 
Code: N 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Die roll 20 times damage to enemy area. 

Chips #142
Name: Numberman3 
Location: Soon after beating Numberman in the schools net you can go to higsby痴 
chip shop to challenge Numberman by examining the joke box looking machine. If 
you do well you may get one of the Numberman chips. Later on in the game you can 
only challenge numberman by talking to Higsby in the WWW secret base. 
Code: N 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Die roll 30 times damage to enemy area. 

Chips #143



Name: Stoneman 
Location: You can get this chip by battle either the V2 or V3 version of 
Stoneman. To fight his V2 form you have to go to a certain part of internet area 
3 and then he will appear to fight. After that his V3 form can be encountered 
randomly in internet area 3. 
Code: S 
Rarity: *** 
Description:  drops 3X3 stones on enemy area for 100 damage each. 

Chips #144
Name: Stoneman2 
Location: To fight Stonemans V2 form you have to go to a certain part of 
internet area 3 and then he will appear to fight. After that his V3 form can be 
encountered randomly in internet area 3. His version 3 form can drop any of the 
chips in the Stoneman series depending on what busting level he is busted at. 
Code: S 
Rarity: **** 
Description: drops 4X3 stones on enemy area for 100 damage each. 

Chips #145
Name: Stoneman3 
Location: To fight his V2 form you have to go to a certain part of internet area 
3 and then he will appear to fight. After that his V3 form can be encountered 
randomly in internet area 3. His version 3 form can drop any of the chips in the 
Stoneman series depending on what busting level he is busted at. 
Code: S 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: drops 5X3 stones on enemy area for 100 damage each. 

Chips #146
Name: Iceman 
Location: After the waterworks incident you can challenge him at his work place 
for a chance at one of his chips. Later he can be challenged at the WWW secret 
base.
Code: I 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Blizzard attack one enemy area. Does 60 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #147
Name: Iceman2 
Location: After the waterworks incident you can challenge him at his work place 
for a chance at one of his chips. Later he can be challenged at the WWW secret 
base.
Code: I 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Blizzard attack one enemy area. Does 80 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #148
Name: Iceman3 
Location: After the waterworks incident you can challenge him at his work place 
for a chance at one of his chips. Later he can be challenged at the WWW secret 
base.
Code: I 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Blizzard attack one enemy area. Does 100 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #149
Name: Colorman 
Location: Colormans version 2 form can be located by going to a certain part of 
internet area 9. After that he will randomly appear in internet area 9. If you a 



low busting level on his V3 form you should get the Colorman chip. 
Code: C 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Towers of aqua and fire. 90 damage. 

Chips #150
Name: Colorman2 
Location: Colormans version 2 form can be located by going to a certain part of 
internet area 9. After that he will randomly appear in internet area 9. IF you 
are fighting his V3 form you need a high busting level but not too high. You 
need around 8 or 9. 
Code: C 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Towers of aqua and fire. 110 damage. 

Chips #151
Name: Colorman3 
Location: Colormans version 2 form can be located by going to a certain part of 
internet area 9. After that he will randomly appear in internet area 9. You 
probably need a busting level S to get his chip. 
Code: C 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Towers of aqua and fire. 130 damage. 

Chips #152
Name: Elecman 
Location: His version 2 form will be foughten by going to a certain part of 
internet area 6. After that his V3 form will appear randomly. You can get this 
chip by getting a low busting level on his V3 form. 
Code: E 
Rarity: *** 
Description:  Lightning hits enemy panel. 90 Elec elemental damage. 

Chips #153
Name: Elecman2 
Location: His version 2 form will be foughten by going to a certain part of 
internet area 6. After that his V3 form will appear randomly. You can get his 
chip by getting a moderate busting level like 8 or 9 on his V3 form. 
Code: E 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Lightning hits enemy panel. 120 Elec elemental damage. 

Chips #154
Name: Elecman3 
Location: His version 2 form will be foughten by going to a certain part of 
internet area 6. After that his V3 form will appear randomly. You need a high 
busting level like 10 or S to get this chip on his V3 form. 
Code: E 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Lightning hits enemy panel.150 Elec elemental damage. 

Chips #155
Name: Bombman 
Location: After fighting him in story mode if you go to the right part of 
internet are 11 you can encounter his V2 form. After that he will appear as a 
random encounter in internet area 11 in his V3 form. While fighting him in his 
V3 form with the right busting level you can get this chip. 
Code: B 



Rarity: *** 
Description: Enemy area cross bomb. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #156
Name: Bombman2 
Location: After fighting him in story mode if you go to the right part of 
internet are 11 you can encounter his V2 form. After that he will appear as a 
random encounter in internet area 11 in his V3 form. While fighting him in his 
V3 form with the right busting level you can get this chip. 
Code: B 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Enemy area cross bomb. Does 140 damage. 

Chips #157
Name: Bombman3 
Location: After fighting him in story mode if you go to the right part of 
internet are 11 you can encounter his V2 form. After that he will appear as a 
random encounter in internet area 11 in his V3 form. While fighting him in his 
V3 form with the right busting level you can get this chip. 
Code: B 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Enemy area cross bomb. Does 160 damage. 

Chips #158
Name: Magicman 
Location: After defeating him in story mode his V2 form can be found in a 
certain part of internet area 14. After that his V3 form which you can get any 
Magicman chip from will be randomly encountered in internet area 14. 
Code: M 
Rarity: *** 
Description:  Magic Fire = instant delete !? does 100 damage. 

Chips #159
Name: Magicman2 
Location: After defeating him in story mode his V2 form can be found in a 
certain part of internet area 14. After that his V3 form which you can get any 
Magicman chip from will be randomly encountered in internet area 14. 
Code: M 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Magic Fire = instant delete !? Does 120 damage. 

Chips #160
Name: Magicman3 
Location: After defeating him in story mode his V2 form can be found in a 
certain part of internet area 14. After that his V3 form which you can get any 
Magicman chip from, will be randomly encountered in internet area 14. 
Code: M 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Magic Fire = instant delete !? Does 140 damage. 

Chips #161
Name: Woodman 
Location: When the ACDC train station opens it is possible to challenge Sal痴 
woodman. For different versions you have to challenge her at different times in 
the game. 
Code: W 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Skewer entire enemy area. Does 60 wood elemental  damage. 

Chips #162



Name: Woodman2 
Location: When the ACDC train station opens it is possible to challenge Sal痴 
woodman. For different versions you have to challenge her at different times in 
the game. 
Code: W 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Skewer entire enemy area. Does 80 wood elemental damage. 

Chips #163
Name: Woodman3 
Location: When the ACDC train station opens it is possible to challenge Sal痴 
woodman. For different versions you have to challenge her at different times in 
the game. 
Code: W 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Skewer entire enemy area. Does 100 wood elemental damage. 

Chips #164
Name: Skullman 
Location: This chip can be gotten by challenging miyu in miyu痴 antique shop. 
Code: S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: Big skull attack on one enemy. Does 150 damag.e 

Chips #165
Name: Skullman2 
Location: This chip can be gotten by challenging miyu in miyu痴 antique shop. 
Code: S 
Rarity: **** 
Description: Big skull attack on one enemy. Does 180 damage. 

Chips #166
Name: Skullman3 
Location: This chip can be gotten by challenging miyu in miyu痴 antique shop. 
Code: S 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Big skull attack on one enemy. Does 200 damage. 

Chips #167
Name: Sharkman 
Location: To battle Sharkman all you have to do is talk to Masa right outside 
the government complex. If you get a low busting level you just might get this 
chip.
Code: S 
Rarity: *** 
Description: 3 row shark fin attack. Does 90 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #168
Name: Sharkman2 
Location: To battle Sharkman all you have to do is talk to Masa right outside 
the government complex. You need a rather high busting level to get the chip but 
not that high. 
Code: S 
Rarity: **** 
Description: 3 row shark fin attack. Does 110 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #169
Name: Sharkman3 
Location: To battle Sharkman all you have to do is talk to Masa right outside 
the government complex. You probably need a busting level 10 or S to get this 



chip.
Code: S 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: 3 row shark fin attack. Does 130 aqua elemental damage. 

Chips #170
Name: Pharoman 
Location: Pharoman is found in internet area 12. You need to fight his V2 form 
in a certain place but after that his V3 form which you can get any of the 
pharoman chips if you bust in the right level will randomly appear in that 
internet area. 
Code: P 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: 3 row coffin laser. Does 100 damage. 

Chips #171
Name: Pharoman2 
Location: Pharoman is found in internet area 12. You need to fight his V2 form 
in a certain place but after that his V3 form which you can get any of the 
pharoman chips if you bust in the right level will randomly appear in that 
internet area. 
Code: P 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: 3 row coffin laser. Does 120 damage. 

Chips #172
Name: Pharoman3 
Location: Pharoman is found in internet area 12. You need to fight his V2 form 
in a certain place but after that his V3 form which you can get any of the 
pharoman chips if you bust in the right level will randomly appear in that 
internet area. 
Code: P 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: 3 row coffin laser. Does 140 damage. 

Chips #173
Name: Shadoman 
Location: The V2 version of this virus can be found somewhere in internet area 
15 after that he can randomly be encountered in his V3 form. You can get any 
Shadoman chip in his V3 form if you get the right busting level. 
Code: S 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Split into 3 for shuriken attack. Does 80 damage each. 

Chips #174
Name: Shadoman2 
Location: The V2 version of this virus can be found somewhere in internet area 
15 after that he can randomly be encountered in his V3 form. You can get any 
Shadoman chip in his V3 form if you get the right busting level. 
Code: S 
Rarity: ***** 
Description: Split into 3 for shuriken attack. Does 90 damage each. 

Chips #175
Name: Shadoman3 
Location: The V2 version of this virus can be found somewhere in internet area 
15 after that he can randomly be encountered in his V3 form. You can get any 
Shadoman chip in his V3 form if you get the right busting level. 
Code: S 
Rarity: ***** 



Description: Split into 3 for shuriken attack. Does 100 damage each. 
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